
ABT SCIROCCO 

ABT CR sports wheel.  
Diamond-machined and mystic anthracite matted.  
Light, confident, perfectly formed and infinitely powerful.

VW SCIROCCO (1K8)

ABT ENGINE TECHNOLOGY  

ABT Power / chip tuning

ABT AERODYNAMICS

ABT front skirt

ABT side skirt

ABT rear skirt

ABT rear wing

ABT rear panel

ABT screen decor

ABT SPORTS WHEELS  

CR  SPORTS WHEEL

18, 19 and 20 inch, diamond-machined & mystic anthracite matted

BR  SPORTS WHEEL

18, 19 and 20 inch, one-piece casted; diamond-machined & partially 
painted (silver); diamond-machined & deep black matt painted (spe-
cial edition, 20 inch only) or polished

ABT EXHAUST TECHNOLOGY  

ABT 4-pipe rear muffler

ABT SUSPENSION TECHNOLOGY

ABT suspension springs, car lowering

ABT sports suspension, compression and rebound adjustable,  
infinitely height-adjustable

ABT BRAKE TECHNOLOGY

ABT brake system for front axle, brake discs 345 mm

ABT INTERIOR

ABT painted interior

ABT aluminium/leather gear shifting knob

ABT floor mats

ABT aluminium pedals

ABT auminium foot rest

ABT stearing wheel badge with logo

ABT Sportsline GmbH
 
Daimlerstr. 2 · D-87437 Kempten
Phone +49 (0) 831/5 71 40 - 903
Fax +49 (0) 831/5 71 40 - 37

www.abt-sportsline.com · export@abt-sportsline.de
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VW SCIROCCO (1K8) SERIES ABT PERfORMANCE

ABT POWER  

2,0 l TDI 103 kW (140 hp), 320 Nm 125 kW (170 hp), 370 Nm

2,0 l TDI 125 kW (170 hp), 350Nm 140 kW (190 hp), 390 Nm

1,4 l TSI 90 kW (122 hp), 200 Nm 118 kW (160 hp), 250 Nm

1,4 l TSI 118 kW (160 hp), 240 Nm 154 kW (210 hp), 290 Nm

2,0 l TSI 147 kW (200 hp), 280 Nm 177 kW (240 hp), 340 Nm

2,0 l TSI 195 kW (265 hp), 350 Nm 228 kW (310 hp), 400 Nm



ABT BR sports wheel. 
Diamond-machined, deepblack matt finished or high-gloss  
polished with optional concealed valves, weight-optimized and  
providing perfect handling.

ABT front skirt. Energy-laden exclusivity in  
OEM quality.

ABT interior. Sporty interior with aluminium  
pedals and foot rest, leather gear shift knob  
and steering wheel tag with logo.

ABT rear muffler. Made of stainless steel,  
with four chrome tailpipes.

THE ABT SCIROCCO.
THEY SOW THE WIND … 

… and reap the whirlwind. Or in this case, a uniquely sporting, on-road experience. Named after a hot 
Saharan-Mediterranean wind, the Scirocco kicked up a real storm – of praise and market appreciation – 
 when it first debuted back in 1974. Now, it’s celebrating its comeback – and like a breath of fresh air: 
with increased power ratings up to 240 hp, elegantly aerodynamic add-on body components, dynamic 
chassis and suspension technology and much much more, the experts at ABT have breathed yet more 
life into the latest generation of this spectacular sports coupe. But the ABT Scirocco is also fully on 
message with the wind of change: the 1.4 TSI engine, for instance, churns out a massive 210 hp – 
more power than the larger 2.0 TSI power unit in its series-production form – while offering a significant 
reduction in fuel consumption at the same time.

You can find the ABT configurator and further information at www.abt-sportsline.com 

MORE pOwER. MORE fun.
 GuARAnTEEd.

ABT ENGINE TEcHNOlOGY
The aspiration to bring out the best in every engine is part of ABT’s family tradition. When it comes to 
 increasing power output by optimizing the engine management system by means of chip tuning (ABT 
POWEr) we are in our element and clearly the world’s number one for cars from the VW Group. And 
thanks to the wealth of experience we have acquired in our many years in professional racing, we are  
fully aware that it’s not only power that is important but durability, too. More power. No change of  
emissions category. Despite the increase in power, your CO2 emissions do not increase! And your car  
remains in the same emissions category as before.

ABT AErODYNAMIcS
If you rate extraordinary dynamics as high as individuality, then you have found the perfect pit crew in  
the ABT team. Our designers, engineers, technicians and model makers work hand in hand, and  
the result is definitely highly respectable: a tuning program developed by our company, from the front  
grill to the rear wing, which we can use to transform your series production vehicle into an impressive 
character performer.

ABT ExHAuST TEcHNOlOGY
Impressive power is turned into optical and acoustical enjoyment: Thanks to extensive  development  
work and double-walled stainless steel design, ABT exhaust systems and rear mufflers always  
put on an impeccable performance. The particular masterpiece: diesel rear mufflers specially designed 
for selected cars which make the diesel models’ usually rather subdued voices considerably more  
impressive.

ABT SuSPENSION
It is only the right suspension that makes higher engine power pure pleasure. Also in this field we bring 
our entire racing experience and hence absolute cutting-edge technology onto the road. ABT suspen-
sion springs lower the vehicle and provide for dynamic looks and more stable road holding. In addition, 
ABT  adjustable sport suspensions can be adjusted in height and,  depending on the version, also in re-
bound and compression. For more safer and comfortable driving pleasure made by ABT.

ABT BrAkES
Driving in a sporty way is great fun but only if you know for sure that any time you want you can bring 
your car to an immediate standstill. ABT steel-flex brake lines are tested constantly under severe condi-
tions and therefore provide this feeling of certainty.  With an ideal pressure point, excellent regulable ap-
plication and an optimal braking distance – but with significantly less fading, in other words: no decrease 
in braking power under long-term stress. Thus, ABT brake systems bring everything reliably to a stand-
still. Except, of course, your driving pleasure.

ABT SPOrTS WHEElS
Elegant or dynamic, modern or classical, silver or titanium – but always professionally balanced down to 
the last detail as far as weight and handling are concerned – ABT sports wheels perfectly round off the 
individual performance of your car. After all, they clearly show at a glance that they conform with the 
highest of demands both on the road and on the racing track and that they do not only look good but 
also want to be driven.


